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15 years ago in NLP, we were…

• Using ontologies for adding reasoning/additional information 
to text

• Developing linguistic tools for conceptual modelling

• Semantic enrichment for ontology mapping 

• Developing ways to get from text to ontologies and back

• Trying to persuade the Semantic Web community that NLP was 
important



• Paul Buitelaar, Daniel Olejnik, Michael Sintek: A Protégé Plug-In for 
Ontology Extraction from Text Based on Linguistic Analysis

• Fabio Ciravegna, Sam Chapman, Alexiei Dingli, Yorick Wilks: 
Learning to Harvest Information for the Semantic Web

• Sanghee Kim, Paul H. Lewis, Kirk Martinez, Simon Goodall:
Question Answering Towards Automatic Augmentations of 
Ontology Instances

• Naoki Sugiura, Yoshihiro Shigeta, Naoki Fukuta, Noriaki 
Izumi, Takahira Yamaguchi: Towards On-the-Fly Ontology 
Construction - Focusing on Ontology Quality Improvement

• John Domingue, Martin Dzbor, Enrico Motta:
Collaborative Semantic Web Browsing with Magpie

NLP at ESWS 2004



• Finding “hidden” semantic links between concepts using 
gloss information from dictionaries

• (We want to know that Henry Ford makes cars)
• These days we could just check Wikipedia 

Mapping semantic relations



Merging 
descriptions of 
plants in Multiflora



Semantic annotation 15 years ago at Ontotext



And at the OU…



• The techniques may have changed a bit: we now have 

• lots of lovely big data to play with

• open source knowledge bases

• powerful GPUs (crack cocaine for NLP students)

• deep learning (all the cool kidz )

• But there are a number of fields where people still haven’t even 
heard of the word “ontology” (or at least, they don’t know what it 
means)

Many of the underlying technologies are still relevant



How to impress a “freedom of the media” researcher

“What is this 
wizardry?”



The problem: too much unstructured information

Feral databases

On 26 June 1996, while driving her red Opel Calibra, Guerin stopped at a red 
traffic light on the Naas Dual Carriageway  near Newlands Cross, on the outskirts 
of Dublin, unaware she was being followed. She was shot six times, by one of two 
men sitting on a motorcycle.

The solution: categorise it and stick it in a spreadsheet

“Everybody loves spreadsheets!”

How many journalists died in 1996?



That’s great, we have lots of NLP tools to do that!

Name Date Location

City

Location

Country

Event type Type of

death

Guerin 26061996 Dublin Ireland Killing Shooting



Woe betide anyone who opens the sacred spreadsheet!

Mass panic

Let’s start a new spreadsheet!

Aaaaggghhhh!!!



Harry Potter and the Spreadsheet of Doom



Once the latest in calendar technology…



• Violations against journalists

• Disaster relief

• Scientometrics

• The B-word

Case studies: how can NLP and semantics help?



Global monitoring of violations against journalists

• The situation: cases of killing, kidnapping, enforced disappearance, 
arbitrary detention and torture of journalists, associated media 
personnel, often with impunity

• The task:  UN SDG agenda (indicator 16.10.1): we need a 
comprehensive monitoring system capturing the scope & nature of 
violations (lethal & non-lethal) 

• The problem: the data is a horrible mess!

• accessibility of reliable information on violations

• gaps in the data beyond killings; cannot compile data on a 
wide range of violations; practical challenges of collection

• systematisation and compiling of information

• conceptual inconsistency; much information is 
unstructured



Events are complex

The family of murdered Maltese anti-corruption journalist
Daphne Caruana Galizia is demanding an independent
public inquiry because she had suffered years of
intimidation.

She was killed by a car bomb near her home in October.
Her widely-read blog accused top politicians of corruption.

One of her sons, Paul, said three pet dogs were killed and
attempts were made to burn down the journalist's home.

• Several separate events, but
• are they related?
• was it the same perpetrator(s)?

• Traditional methods use a person-centric approach with no 
relation between events



But we know how to understand complex events

SemEval 2018 Task on Counting Events and Participants in the Long Tail



Information categories in current monitoring efforts



ICCS Crime Classification Scheme



HURIDOCS classification scheme



Putting it all together



Reconciling information from different sources

Relation Example Issue Solution Same 

Event?

Exact match Location: London

Location: London

Identical facts Two events can 

be merged

Very likely

Equivalent 

match

Type: murder

Type: assassination

Semantically 

equivalent facts

Two events can 

be merged

Very likely

No-conflict Location: London

Date: 2019

Different but 

semantically 

compatible facts

Facts from two 

events can be 

merged

Probably

Specificity 

Conflict

Location: London

Location: UK

One fact is more 

specific than the 

other, but both are 

semantically 

compatible

Facts can be 

merged at either 

specific or 

generic level

Probably

Direct 

conflict

Location: London

Location: Paris

Facts conflict 

semantically: both 

cannot be correct

More info 

needed to 

resolve conflict

Unlikely



Reconciling our information

Name Date City Country Event type Type of

death

Guerin 26061996 Dublin Ireland Killing Shooting

Name Date Organisation Location Event type

Veronica Guerin 26 June

1996

Sunday Independent Ireland Murder

Name Date Organisation Location Event type Sources

Veronica

Guerin

26061996 Sunday

Independent

Dublin,

Ireland

Shooting:

deliberate, fatal

2



Automatic categorization of free text 

Entities and events are extracted, 

along with features, and linked to 

other knowledge sources, e.g. 

Wikipedia, other categorization 

schemes



Social Media and Disaster Relief

• Hurricane Sandy in the US:

• 1.1 million tweets in the first day; over 20 million in total

• > 800K photos with #Sandy hashtag on Instagram

• Haze in Singapore: > 23 million

• Nepal earthquake in 2015: more than half a million posts



Aid workers in Nepal discussing strategy 



Tools to help disaster 
victims get aid quickly: 
pinpointing geographic 
locations

28

• Many NGOs are not local to the 
disaster area and may not have 
a good grasp of the geography

• Place names are ambiguous
• Find mentions of locations in 

the text, match them to a 
knowledge base, and plot them 
on a map



Adding semantic information (from BabelNet) improves cross-lingual 
crisis event classification

CREES Google Sheets Add-on



Semantic Technologies in Scientometrics

Opportunities:

• Ability to link different kinds of data sources to provide a 

richer view of knowledge production in Europe

Challenges

• Need for a robust approach to identify and model 

relevant topics

• Language (connect different kinds of data due to 

terminology differences)

• Commensurability (cannot connect different kinds of 

classifications)

• Flexibility (model changes over time and space)



What kind of questions do we want to answer?

• Which country published most 
about waste management and 
recycling in 2014?

• What happens when you look only 
at the top 10% most cited?

• What kind of international 
collaborations do we see?

• What about patents?

The problem:
• topics for different document types don’t match –

different classification systems
• and they don’t correlate with EU policies



Which countries published most about waste 
management and recycling in 2014?



Top 10% cited

All publications
Germany Italy

UK

France Spain

Sweden



Patents

Publications
Italy

France

Denmark
Belgium

Netherlands
Spain

Germany

UK



• A composite indicator combining publications, patents and 
projects shows that:

• the volume of knowledge production is highly concentrated 
in large metropolitan regions, e.g. Paris, London, Munich

• some medium-sized regions are highly productive in terms of 
intensity (normalised by population), e.g. Eindhoven and 
Heidelberg

• some smaller areas have high volume and intensity, e.g. 
Oxfordshire

• Eastern Europe shows low volume and intensity, except major 
cities, but all have low intensity (except Ljubljana)

How is European knowledge distributed across regions?



• Technological production is measured by patents

• Scientific production is measured by publications

• These 2 types show different geographical distributions: 
technological are more concentrated in space

• In terms of volume, Paris is the biggest cluster for both types

• Within regions, production varies a lot: London is the biggest 
producer of both types, while Eindhoven is key in terms of 
technological knowledge (both for volume and intensity)

• These findings reflect the different structure of public and private 
knowledge

Technological vs scientific knowledge production in genomics



Specialisation Indexes in Biotechnology around Europe



The Semantic Approach

Perspectives on 

CO2 capture and 

storage

Filipp Johnsson

Published 14-04-11

SC5-20-2014 

H2020

Zero Emission 

Robot-Boat for 

Coastal and Inland 

Water Monitoring

What is the innovation 

performance of France 

on climate change 

compared with 

Germany?

Policy Ontology Data

6687 2007 0 

LED module with

gold bonding.

Processes or

apparatus

specially adapted

for the

manufacture or

treatment of

semiconductor

In a nutshell:
• We need to know which topics each document is talking about 

(multi-class classification)
• But we have to connect these topics together coherently



Ontologies connect information

Find more information 

about the topicLink related topics

Link with other sources 

(Nature.com, skos, 

DBpedia…)



From ontology to data

1. Create ontology of topics representing KET and SGC

• From existing classifications, policy documents, expert users, 
and data

2. Automatically generate collections of keywords 

• NLP techniques (term extraction, word embeddings) from large 
training dataset

• Ranking and scoring algorithms to decide:

• Which topic(s) to match the keywords to?

• Which are the best keywords?

• Which are the best keyword combinations?

3. For each document, decide which topics best fit it

• based on keywords and scoring algorithms

energy storage

storage of energy

accumulator

hydraulic accumulator

capacitor



Creating and 
populating the 
ontology

1. Create ontology 
structure (classes & 
subclasses)

2. Add extra information 
(descriptions, links, 
alternate class names)

3. Ontology population: 
generate lists of terms 
associated with each 
class



SGC Topics and SubTopics



Linking information from external sources

Link to more 

information





Ontology population

Sustainable development of urban areas is a challenge of key 

importance. It requires new, efficient, and user-friendly technologies and 

services, in particular in the areas of energy, transport and ICT. However, 

these solutions need integrated approaches, both in terms of research and 

development of advanced technological solutions, as well as deployment. 

The focus on smart cities technologies will result in commercial-scale 

solutions with a high market potential.

1. Automatically generate keywords from class names, 

descriptions, and related information (e.g. DBpedia, skos, 

etc.) using term recognition tools

2. Enrich using word embeddings

3. Score the keywords according to how representative they 

are of that class

4. Generate prior probabilities using PMI for term 

combinations, based on frequency of co-occurrence



• Data sources are annotated against the ontologies

• each document is associated with one or more topics

• Sophisticated NLP matching and scoring of terms in the 
documents with ontology

• A REST service accepts documents, scores and classifies them 
according to the ontology, and returns classification and keyword 
information

• Several million documents can be processed in about a week 
(using around 12 threads)

• Annotated data sources are then used to build indicators

• e.g. for each topic, how many publications and in which 
region?

Annotating Data with Ontologies



{"classification": 

“http://www.gate.ac.uk/ns/ontologies/knowmak/antibiotics": 

{ "boostedBy": 

"http://www.gate.ac.uk/ns/ontologies/knowmak/antimicrobials",

"keywords": {

"antibiotics": {

"kinds": [ "generated", "preferred" ],

"score": 1.1527377521613833

},

"bacteria": {

"kinds": ["generated"],

"score": 0.5763688760806917

... }, 

"score": [ 4.322766570605188, 4.4159785333 ],

"topicID": "38",

"unboostedScore": [ 2.5936599423631126, 3.75354899915 ],

},



Example of patent annotation

Protein stabilized pharmacologically active agents, methods for the

preparation thereof and methods for the use thereof

In accordance with the present invention, there are provided compositions and

methods useful for the in vivo delivery of substantially water-insoluble

pharmacologically active agents (such as the anti-cancer drug paclitaxel) in which

the pharmacologically active agent is delivered in the form of suspended particles

coated with protein (which acts as a stabilizing agent)…..

• RNA vaccines: (agent, protein, vaccine)

• anti-viral agents: (protein, anti-cancer, drug)

• protein vaccines: (protein, vaccine, antimicrobial)
KET: Industrial biotechnology

SGC: Health



Ongoing Challenges

Inconsistencies

• ontology design has to be tailored to user needs, but these are 
not uniform

Automation

• keyword-based approach still requires some manual 
intervention for best results 

Accuracy

• language processing is never 100% accurate

Evaluation

• how do we know if/when it’s good enough?

• Determine weighting mechanisms; cut-off thresholds…

The future?

• integration of existing classification and modelling approaches 
with our semantics



• Built on top of annotated text in GATE

• can be used to index and search over text, annotations, 
semantic metadata

• allow queries that arbitrarily mix full-text, structural, 
linguistic and semantic annotations

• open source

• you can issue ridiculously complex queries

GATE MIMIR and Prospector



{
{Person gender=male sparql = "SELECT ?inst WHERE {

?inst :party 
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Labour_Party_%28UK%29> .
?inst :almaMater
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/University_of_Edinburgh>  }"
} 
[0..3] root:say
[0..5] {Money currency=“£” value > 2000000}
}

IN

{Document date > 20050000 topic=uk_health}



Prospecting Biomedical Literature



Choosing A Specific Instance



What diseases are in these documents?



What pathogens?



Disease vs Disease Co-ocurrences



Diseases vs Pathogens



• How do people in different 
parts of the country talk 
about elections and 
political events?

• How do the MPs talk about 
different topics?

• How does the public 
respond to them?

• What kind of people send 
hate speech, who to, and 
what about?

Social media and politics



Hate speech against politicians Jan-Feb 2019

Annotation of tweets with simple DBpedia and NUTS linking 
lets us index and query our data in interesting ways



Who gets the abuse?

• Click to edit Master text styles
• Second level

• Third level

• Fourth level

• Fifth level

20172015



Top abusive words



Words vs people



20192017

Topics of abuse per party



Local and national news coverage of Brexit

• Green/blue indicates areas where local coverage outweighed 
national coverage

• Across the regions, Twitter remainers showed closer congruence 
with local press than Twitter leavers



• We have lots of cool technology and data

• It doesn’t always need to be complex, it just needs to be 
applied

• There are a number of areas where semantic 
technologies are still really unknown

• New emerging domains of interest: journalism, politics, 
law, humanities (literature, geography, history…)

• Don’t neglect interdisciplinary “borrowing”

• The usual disclaimers about accuracy – real-world 
evaluation

So where are we at?
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